Chapter 3366
It turned out that Charlie directs his own fist, slammed into Walter’s heavy fist.
He thought it would be at least a Martian collision with the Earth, but who would have
thought that the result, as easy as a hammer smashing walnuts!
Charlie’s fist is the hammer, and Walter’s fist is like a walnut smashed by a hammer!
Charlie had eaten a lot of rejuvenating pills as mellitus, although the rejuvenating pills
could not replenish his aura, but greatly improved his body.”
“It is no exaggeration to say that it is a bronze wall, plus the right fist has aura
assistance, is indestructible, how can Walter’s fist be his opponent.
Walter’s whole body was scared out of his mind, he knew that this kind of strength is far
from a martial artist’s! Even with the eight meridians all open Joseph, also does not have
such a powerful strength!
He looked at Charlie dumbfounded, pained, and horrified, and asked, “You …… what
exactly are you ……”
Charlie smiled faintly and spoke, “I already told you, call me Master Wade!”
Walter forced himself to endure the severe pain and asked through clenched teeth,
“How can your strength …… be so strong ……”
Charlie sneered: “Baby, mainly because you are too weak!”
Saying Charlie suddenly stretched out his hand, tiger mouth like an iron pincer deadly
stuck Walter’s neck, the expression also changed from a cold smile, into an intimidating
indifference.
Walter was strangled, and hurriedly used his left hand to try to break Charlie’s tiger
mouth, but even with all his strength, he could not get Charlie’s fingers to separate even
a millimeter.

He looked at Charlie in despair, and found that in his eyes, he had been treated like
grass, and his life and death had fallen completely into his hands.
At this moment, Walter desperately clenched his teeth and said with all his might: “You
…… you are k!lling me! If you kill me, the Cataclysmic Front will never …… let you go, nor
…… Hamid!”
“This government commander’s account will …… also be …… counted on …… Hamid’s
head …… you …… even if you are strong stronger …… it is impossible …… to protect
everyone ……”
Charlie laughed: “Oh, you scare me ah? I’m not afraid of it though.”
Saying that, he put away his smile and said in a cold voice: “You want me to k!ll you, I
will not let you get what you want so easily, I will let you feel what it means to live worse
than death.”
As soon as the words fell, he poured a spiritual qi into Walter’s body, the powerful
spiritual qi, like the indestructible shield machine used in the construction of the
subway, rampaged through his eight meridians, destroying all of his meridians in an
instant!
For a martial artist who has practiced martial arts for many years, the destruction of his
meridians is tantamount to making him an instant invalid.
Walter felt that his meridians were broken and his whole body was on the verge of
collapse.
He has been practicing martial arts for so many years, and has long regarded martial
arts as the greatest pursuit in his life.
Originally, he was on the verge of breaking through the seventh meridian, and was
about to become the second talent of the Front to break through the seven meridians.
But who would have thought that all his efforts and pride would be reduced to nothing
in this instant!

He looked at Charlie with a face full of indignation and asked through clenched teeth,
“What did you …… you do to me ……?!”
Charlie looked at the desperate Walter and said indifferently, “I destroyed all your
meridians, congratulations, from now on, you are honored martial art invalid.”
Walter only felt his anger attacking his heart, and his brain almost fainted on the spot
due to a lack of oxygen and vertigo.
Only after a long time did he come back to his senses, his eyes stared deadly at Charlie,
his voice hoarse as he shouted, “You …… are so poisonous!”
Charlie sneered: “I just abolished your cultivation, and this is poisonous? Then you just
tried to k!ll me with one punch, what about that?”
Walter was slightly stunned, then he knew that he could not escape death today, so he
said expressionlessly, “Cut the crap, k!ll me!”
Charlie laughed lightly, “K!lling you is impossible, at least not yet.”
Saying that, he looked at the government commander who had been dead for a few
minutes due to a heavy heart attack and asked him with a smile,
“Do you think, if this buddy comes back to life and tells the highest level of the
government officials what happened, how will they look for you to settle the score? How
would they settle the score with your Cataclysmic Front?”

